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Pepe Coin Overview

Cryptocurrency PEPE
Ticker Symbol PEPE

Price  $0.000007
24h High 0.000007882
24h Low 0.000007559

Price Change (24 hour) -1.41%
Market Cap $5.5 billion

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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What Is Pepe Coin?

Pepe Coin works as an ERC token built on the Ethereum blockchain. Since launched in April 2023,
Pepe Coin has rapidly gone viral. Pepe coin does not have a formal team or any roadmap. Pepe Coin,
with a market cap of more than $5 billion, is a humorous homage to the well-known meme character
“Sad Frog”.

Although the official website of Pepe Coin states that PEPE is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or
expectation of financial return, it has still successfully won the hearts of the vast number of coin
traders on the social media platform and built a loyal community that is full of expectations for the
future of this meme coin.

The following sets forth the PEPE/USD price chart:

Pepe Chart

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Major Features of Pepe Coin

Deflationary mechanism: throughburning a small percentage of tokens in each transaction,
this mechanism helps to create scarcity and also increase the value of the left tokens over a
period of time.
Redistribution system: thissystem distributes a portion of the proceeds from the transaction
to existing token holders, creating an additional incentive for users holding Pepe coins.
Tax-free policy: Pepe Coin ensures that users do not incur any additional costs when buying,
selling and trading this meme coin. This feature is in contrast to other cryptocurrencies that
may impose a tax on transactions, reducing the additional burden on traders and investors.

Pepe Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025 and 2030

Pepe Coin Price Prediction 2024

According to the technical analysis on Pepe prices for 2024, the minimum cost of Pepe is predicted
to be $0. The maximum level of Pepe Coin price is estimated to be $0.0000124 by the end of 2024.
Its average trading price is expected around $$0.0000248.

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/register?utm_source=GW_SEO&inviteCode=%20&utm_medium=article&utm_campaign=leah84544
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Pepe Coin Price Prediction 2025

As for Pepe Coin price prediction 2025, it is assumed that in 2025, the lower end of Pepe price is
projected to be around $$0.000014. The high end of Pepe price may be around $0.000018. On
average, the trading price might be $$0.000015 in 2025.

Pepe Coin Price Prediction 2030

The Pepe Coin price prediction for 2030 is currently expected to be between $ 0.00001005 on the
lower end and $ 0.00002 on the high end. Pepe Coin is expected to trade on an average cost of
$0.000096 in 2025.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／
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How To Buy Pepe Coin on BTCC?

There is no doubt that crypto enthusiasts have all the reasons to consider PEPE coin as the next
potential meme coin due to its massive entry and unexpected popularity. As for the method for
trading Pepe Coin, we will introduce guidance on how to buy Pepe Coin on BTCC.

As one of the longest-running exchange in the world, BTCC offers PEPEUSDT perpetual contracts,
you can start with BTCC for buying Pepe Coin.

The following sets forth the guidance for buying DEXE tokens on cryptocurrency exchange
BTCC:

Step One: go to the BTCC homepage and log in to your BTCC account. If you do not have an
account, you need to register first, and then fund money into your account after registration.

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/register?utm_source=GW_SEO&inviteCode=%20&utm_medium=article&utm_campaign=leah84544
https://www.btcc.com/en-US
https://www.btcc.com/en-US
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Step Two: go back to the BTCC official homepage, choose “Futures” -“USDT-M Perpetual Futures
Contract”, and find the PEPE/USDT trading pair.

You can also directly click the button below to enter the PEPE order page.

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Step Three: enter the amount of coins you want to buy, and the amount of the contract purchased
and the required margin will be displayed below.

Step Four: finally, adjust the leverage multiple and click Buy.



＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now
Note: BTCC provides mode trading and offer mode trading fund. Those who want to try to start

cryptocurrency contract trading, and more concerned about the fee (BTCC minimum fee can be 0%),
it is recommended to start from BTCC !
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